Intuitive Color
Instructor: Melissa Staiger

Oil and Acrylic painters welcomed

Supply List:

Three canvas or canvas boards 12 x 12 inches or larger

Brushes
suggested Brushes: #12 flat/ any other brushes you desire in this shape, #6 filbert/any other brushes you desire in this shape, # 2, #8, #12 rounds or bring what you have

Paint
suggested colors in acrylic or oil paint : Ivory Black, Cadmium Yellow Pale, Cadmium Red Medium, titanium white (big tube), ultramarine blue, alizarin crimson, Cadmium Orange, Cobalt Violet, Permanent Green or bring what you have
*bring in any mediums you are using with your paint, matte medium, linseed oil ect...

Practical Supplies to Bring
container for water/turpenoid
plastic gloves for those using oil paint
sketchpad for notes
painting rag
pencil

Painting Imagery
one small meaningful object, photograph or pattern that we will use as a catalyst for painting an image